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CAPITAL GAINS, SOCI'ETAL GAI'NS,
,OR NO GAINS AT ALL.

Taxes may be one of the only two
sure things in Ilife, but that doesn't make
them popular. Nobody is happy to pay
them, and the bigger the amount due,
the unhappier the taxpayer. Con-
versely, politicians know that coming
out in favor of a tax cut is the equivalent
of voting for apple pie and mother-
hood, It's a sure-fire success at the ball'ot
box.

Therefore, it should come as no sur-
prise that Congress - in spite of the
massive federal deficit - is again con-
sidenng culting taxes, this time on
capital gains. 0 matter that the
benefits of such a cut are debatable at
best; thai. cutting taxes in the face oft he
largest deficit in our history is based on
logic right out of Alice in Wonderland,
or that a capital gains tax cut will prob-
ably benefit comparatively few Amer-
icans. Tax cuts of any kind play well in
Peoria and everywhereelse. According
to Speaker of the House, Tom Foley, if
you tell an ordinary taxpayer that he
will reap $1'0 from a measure that will
save the likes of Donald Trump an
average of $25,000 in one year, he will
say, "Fine, give me my $10.00."

Perhaps that's true. Certainly it makes
a convenient excuse for our elected of-
flcals when they are explaining why
they are going to take the easy way out
- again.

Before we go farther, I think irs
important to remind ourselves-of a fun-
damental fact about tax Jaw. Unlike the
rules in engineering, mathematics, or

other kinds of accounting, tax laws do
not follow any clearly apparent logic.
There is no particular inevitability about
them because, contrary to what may
appear on the surface, the purpose of
taxes is far more than just raising money
to pay for running the government. The
power of taxation is the power to
engineer society, to redistribute wealth,
to encourage certain economic prac-
tices and make others prohibitively
expensive.

Given this enormous implicit power,
we should think long and hard about
exactly what we are doing when we
support tax law changes. Before we
jump on the capital gains tax cut band
wagon, we should ask the all-important
question, Cui bono?Who benefits? Will
anyone? Will a cut in the capital gains
lax get the money to where we want it
to go to do the things we as a country

want and need to have done?
My own feeling is that the answer lis

UNo./~
Some of the economic issues which

w need to focus on in the next
decade(s) include lowering the deficit,
increasing the personal savings rate of
Americans, lowering the cost of capital,
and encouraging more long-term in-
vestment, all of which will improve our
economic health and make IUS more
competitive. I don't think the capital
gains tax cut is the most effecti,ve way to
achieve any of these goals.

This tax cut will not, in the long run,
do anything 10 lower the deficit -
probably our number oneeconomi
problem. All the voodoo economics to
the contrary, somewhere down the
road, the piper will have to be paid. The
only way the deficit is going to come
down is by raising taxes or cutting
spending or - in vitably, I think -
both. The logic that a cuI in the capital
gains tax will spur productive invest-
ment is debatable to begin with; and
while it may provide aninitial surg in
revenues - approximately $3 to $4
billion annually for the-first couple of
years - after that, it would begin
costing the Treasury an estimated $5
billion a year in lost receipts. That's $4
or $5 bi lilian a year we can't afford if we
are interested in cutting the deficit.

Treasury Secretary, Nicholas Brady,
told the American Business Conference
last year, 'We have been willing to
mortgage our future, to cut com rs in
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pursuit of immediate payoff." Voting for
a politically palatable tax cut now for
any segment of the economy and wor-
rying about the consequences later is
another case of that currently all-too-
popular American pastime - takingthe
money and running.

Even if any kind of a tax cut made
sense, of equal importance is the fact
that the capital gains tax cut does not
address those other crucial concerns in
our economy - encouraging savings
by individuals, lowering the cost of
capital, and encouraging long-term in-
vestment in improving national produc-
tivity. Whatever its benefits, thecapital
gains tax will impact a relatively few,
relatively prosperous Americans. It will
do little to encourage the average
American, whose income is below
$50,000, to save. Consequently, rein-
trod uc ing sam e form of tax -deferred or
tax-free savings, like the 1M, might be
a better move toward the goal of en-
couraglng Americans to save more and
spend less. It would affect far more peo-
ple than the capital gains tax and ad-
dress a crucial societal need.

In a recent article in the Wall Street
Journal, Peter Drucker points out that
historically, tax exemptions or
deferments on savings are most often
taken advantage of by lower and mid-
dle income people. Even when the rate
of return on such plans is small, they are
popular with the majority of people -
and they work. According to Drucker,
the taxexempt savings account was
one of the chief instruments in turning
Iapan from a country with one of the
lowest savings rates (prior to World War
II) to a country with one of the highest
in the world.

Increasing savings would go a long
way toward decreasing the cost of
capital in the U.S. The advantage that
other countries have over us in this area
is one of the factors that strip us of our
competitiveness in global markets. A
U.s ..firm might have to pay as much as
10-15% to borrow money for a project
with a lO-year payoff, while a Japanese
firm, only 5%.

It is true that a cut in the capital gains
tax would encourage some forms of in-
vestment and some industries, but
given that the taxing power has implica-
tions far beyond the mere raising of
money, I wonder if these are the in-
dustries and investments we wish to en-

6 Gear Technology

courage right now. Some of the chief
beneficiaries of a. capital gains tax cut
would be real estate and the securities
markets, and we must ask if strengthen-
ing them benefits the economy as a
whole. People in these businesses do
not make things; they make deals; and
the question is, are more deals or more
competitive products what the country
needs now? Real estate markets are
already over-inflated in many major
metropo'litan areas. Do the buyers and
sellers of real estate need more en-
couragement to keep up the pace of
turnover just to benefit from a capital
gains tax cut? In securities trading, the
question is even more pertinent. Many
economists and securities traders them-
selves are beginning to question the
benefits of leveraged buyout fever.
Many viable companies have been
gutted and trashed by high-powered in-
vestors seeking short-term profits. A cut
in the capital gains tax, unless it applied
only to assets held over some long-term
period, liike five years, would only en-
courage this kind of short-term, short-
sighted profit taking.

Instead of subsidizing this kind of
deal-making mania, a lookat tax incen-
tives that would encourage more saving
and long term investment in the pro-
duction and manufacturing portion of
the economy would seem to set the
right priorities. Those of us in capitalin-
tensive businesses like gear manufac-
turing are all too aware of the burden
that the high cost of money places on
us. And we are acutely aware of the
need for more money to be spent on
research, development, and purchases
of resources to get and keep America's
manufacturing base viable and com-
petitive. A tax break that would lower
the cost of borrowing and long term in-
vestment would be a direct benefit for
us, but, more important, it would be a
step in the right direction for our
economy as a whole.

Alteri ng the taxi ng practices and
spending habits of a generation ad-
dicted to consumerism and instant
gratification will not be easy, but not im-
possible. There are plenty of sugges-
tions outthere from rei nstituti ng the I!M
to giving tax breaks to companies
engaged in long-term research, but
because they are not quick, simple, or
politically popular, they die on the vine
for lack of interest. If the members of

Congress would devote as much crea-
tivity to structuring the tax code to en-
courage savings and long-term invest-
ment as they do to avoidingthe political
consequences for voting their own pay
raises, we might all be better off ..

But in the final analysis, the crucial
question is not really one oftaxes at all.
Which taxes sound like the best ones
will depend to a good extent on whose
pockets get emptied. As George Ber-
nard Shaw says, 'The government
which robs Peter to pay Pa1uI can
always depend on the support of Paul."

The issue here, it seems to me, is
whether or not we have a Congress
with the courage to use the taxing
power as it was meant to be used. Does
it have the courage to teU the American
people what it can afford and what it
can't? Can it risk the short-term dis-
pleasu re of the few - or maybe even of
the many - for the long-term gain of
the whole society? Does it have the
nerve to do the right thing rather than
the politically expedient thing?

I don't know. I do know that getting
America back on track economica.lly is
not something that will come cheap or
easy or overnight; that the power to tax
is a crucial tool for making the
economic and social policy required to
get the job done; and that it will take
leaders, not politicians, in government
to use that tool properly.

EDITOR'S NOTE: As we go to press,
there is talk that the President might
reintmduce the capital gains tax pro-
posal, along with a plan yet to be for-
mulated, to encourage savings. We'll all
have to watch how the President and
Congress handle vet another oppor-
tunity to be statesmen imtead of
politicians.
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Gear Noise and the Making of Si'ent Gears
J. Liu, H.I. Wu, M.H. (Jian, c.P ..Chen,

DaGan University of Technology, DaHan, China

Summary:
QUI research group has been engaged in the study of gear

noise for some nine years and has succeeded in cutting the
noise from an average level of some 81-83 dBto 76-78 dB by
both experimental and theoretical research. Experimental
research centered on the investigation into the relation be-
tween the gear error and noise. Theoretical research centered
on the geometry and kinematics of the meshing process of
gears with geometric error. A phenomenon caned "out-of-
bound meshing of gears" was discovered and mathemat-
ically proven, and an in-depth analysis of the change-over
process from the meshing of one pair of teeth to the next is
followed, which leads to the conclusion we are using to solve
the gear noise problem. The authors also suggest some op-
timized profiles to ensure silent transmission, and a new
definition of profile error is suggested.

Introduction
For some nine years, OUI research group has been engag-

ing in the study of gear noise and the making of silent gears,
six papers in English have been published on the international
conferences and periodicals (see Reference 1-6). Experiments
were done on machine tool headstocks' power gears, as they
represent the sort of light-load, medium-speed gears for which
silent transmission is such a problem. A new single flank total
composite error tester (Initiated by Huang Tonglian of China.
See Reference 4,) was used to find the relation between gear
geometry and the noise. The tester is able to .indicate the pitch
error, the profile error, the final transmission error and the
change-over character (from the meshing of one pair of teeth
to the next). Conclusions drawn from these experiments have
also been varified by machine testing. When we reached the
required accuracy, the gears offer the expected silent transmis-
sion. (Under 78 dB measured at 300mm away from pitch
point, minimum 73 dB.)

for theoretical analysis, a deep investigation has been made
on the meshing process of involute spur gears. A phenome-
non called "out-of-bound meshing" of gears was discovered;
that is, with the presence of error, the actual contact line of
a pair of gears is much discrepant from the theoretical one.
It usually goes along a broken line linked by a sector of the
addendum circle of one gear and a part of the theoretical con-
tact line, (4-5) With the disclosure of this phenomenon a
precise and thorough statement on the change-over process
of gear meshing (a geometry and kinematics of the change-
over process of gear meshing) is made.
8 Gea(Technology

Summarizing from the above mentioned experiments and
analysis we fonned the following hypothesis concerning gear
noise.

Dynamic Behavior-and Change-Over
Process of Gear Transmission

Out-of-bound meshing and change-over impact of gears.
Since gear noise is largely induced from change-over impact,
thorough analysis of the change-over process must be made.
But before entering the study of it, two things must be
mentioned.

a. Out-at-bound meshing (ORM) of gears. - When a gear
is meshing with its pinion, theoretically speaking, the contact
point will move along the common tangent 1-4 (See Table Ia),
starting from 1(the intersecting point of addendum. circle of
driven gear with glg2), and ending at 4 (the intersecting point
of addendum circle of driving gear with glg2l. On most oc-
casions, there are two adjacent pairs of teeth in mesh, but,ac-
tually, there is always a difference in normal pitches of driv-
ing and driven gears, Assume t'o>to as in the case of Table
Ia, the contact point, after passing 4, wi1l continue the
meshing and the gap at l' will be narrowed until at point 4",
the next pair of teeth come into meshing at e' and take over
the transmission. So the actual contact line is a broken line
e'44". There is a shock at the instant of take-over, called "leav-
ing impact," of OBM. Table 1b shows the other case, t'o<to'
where the contact line is 2"2e. The impact thus produced is
called approaching impact.(4.5f

b. The single flank total composite gear error tester, - It
is the main measuring instrument we have been using in this

AUTHORS:
DR. C.P.CHEN is a professor at Dalian University of Tech-

nology in charge of post-graduate students. His field of research is
new techniques in integrated precision engineering. He is a graduate
in mechanical engineering from [iantong University, ShanghQi.
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engineering,
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fig. 1

research work, It is an all-round gear tester developed from
the ordinary single Aank gear transmission error t·ester.(4)
The result coming out is the transmission error of every in-
dividual pair of teeth (from tip to root), but overlapped into
a polar coordinate, where e of the polar coordinate represents
the transmission error, while (J of the polar coordinate
represents the angular position of gear, which detereunes the
position of contact point on the profile, expressed by its
generating angle tPc. (See Fig. 1a) The greatest merit of this
tester is its thorough exposure of the change-over
characteristic. Fig. 2 shows the expression of different errors
on the tester's record. Fig ..1 indicates the characteristic points
on the profile. T and R are the tip and root points of the whole
profile. The contact line is g1g2. The pitch point is pt. The
generating angle of point c is tPc' which also indicates the
angular position of the gear when the contact point passes c.
B C is the basic section of profile which offers a contact ratio

1. Fig. Ib shows the location of the points on the tester's
record. where 9b=Oc=360 /(2z), where z = the number of
teeth. Dot limes show the OBM. TB and CR are sections
generally considered for tip/root relief,

Now let us see how the change-over takes place. From
Table Ia, lb. one may think that the way of change-over
could be either as shown in Table 1a or Table lb. But
remember that both Table 1a and Table Ib are based on the
assumption that the profile is an involute curve with error in
pressure angle (generated from a base circle with error in
diameter), but without tip (root) relief. (TN in Fig. 3a.) Here
the change-over point falls on the DaM zone, Now let's see
Fig. 3. If the profile has tip relief 1-2IaJ'ge enough to.cover the
normal pitch error. then the change-over point e' will fall
within the profile 2lR. It iscalled inside change-over as shown
in Table IcIt is a change-over without OBM. The convex
pro. iles (See Fig. 14, Fig. 15) also belong 10 this group.

Fig. 3b shows the case with profil shape 'error. It is a
~ypical saddle form profile. The pressure angle is too small.
with a relative reHef, and the outside change-over will be
transformed into inside change-over .

Table Ic shows a profile with normal pressure angle, but
with tip relief to obtain inside change-over. Since the tip relief
should be large enough to cover the normal pitch error, a
fairly large intersecting angle 6'results, and consequenently,
little benefi't could be gained in reducing noise. Table 1d

,
I

b) Error in circuldJ" pitch (irUxing error)

dl Pressure angle 100 large (rool hlgher)

e) Concave profile (OU! of involute) + lip too high

a) Perfect in geometry

~~ , I :'T T T R]I .l ]

Fig. Z - Geometric 'errors expressed on tester's record.

TR - original profile
12 - tip relieving
e - original change over point
e1 - chang ov r point after tip relieving

T 1

y~.. el./\I~
",.. Z .' I \I I I

b)

Flg. 3 - Transformation of outside change over to inside chang over by
tip relieving

shows another way of transforming outside change-over into
inside change-over. It is done by adapting the pressure angle
to obtain. correct normal pitch (normal pitch to = t·,c~sa,
varying a, we can get right to). expressing on the testers
record, the geometric expression of right to is !that th· adja-
cent curves willi link up very welL So if the pressur a.nglecan
be adapted to make the adjacent curves meet very we'U,a very
small "relative relief" can guarantee the inside change-ever,

Mcrch/Ap~1I1990 9



Table 1 Change-over character of gears
Outside change-over Inside ~~ver

driven I ~ driven

~iQf
\.,\:'i 0 \. -- g1.

~

Figure of .~• 4 \:..........

!
contact \t>- < --~-.- , e ,- \\.

gl ~ = \::::
..-- .\ ;:~~ ./

driving I\)~
-----

driving

Contact line e'4-4" 2H-2-e e'-e

RI R2 R T2 T3
e

Tester's
~~

TI~ ~~ ~record r- I \ I " , e' \: I I
IT tTl IT) , - R\ I R2 I R3 " ' I I II

II
I I f

Type (a) Type (b) Type (c) Type (d)
Impact happens at leaving at approaching at change-over point e' e
Brief Change-over impact Change-over impact Pressure angle nor- Inside change-over
Description induced by too small induced by too large mal. inside change- obtained by adapting

pressure angle pressure angle over obtained by tip pressure angle to
(root) relief which obtain correct norma1 ,

should be great pitch (in tester's R!COrd
enough to cover the to link up the adjacent
indexing error (error curves), with slightest
in circular pitch) tip (root) relief to

avoidOBM
Characteristic Normal pitch difference Intersecting angle 9 at change-over point
parameter for .:1to=to (driving)-to(driven)

£gear noise to= normal pitch of gear

I

\
I Ir~

while intersecting angle (),and hence the impact can be kept
very small. It is apparent that this way of obtaining inside
change-over (Table Id) is much more favorable than the
previous one (Table Ic),

Outside change-over is generally considered as un-
favorable, This is because, in the OBM process, the tip of one
gear tooth actually does not mesh with the profile of the other
gear. There is no common tangent for them. The tip edge of
one gear tooth just scrapes the profile of other gear, and what
is more, theOBM curve in .thetestet'sl'€Cord is steep. (See Fig,
2c.) This results in a very large intersecting angle, causing im-
pad. So a gear with approaching OBM is a typically noisy
gear.

But leaving OBM acts quite differently. This is due to the
phenomenon of losing contact in gear meshing, As shown in
Fig. S, it goes along the dot line. (For detail see Fig..16c.)

Experiments show that a gear system with nonnal pitch of
the driving gear is a little bit larger than the normal pitch of
the driven. gear offers fairly silent transmission,

So there are four typical forms of change -over as listed in
Table 1. for the outside change-over, the characteristic
10 GearTechnology

parameter is the normal pitch ditference .:1to; and for inside
change-over, it is the intersecting angle (J which determines the
impact and hence the noise. (See Fig. 4.)

Some discussion on low noise gear profile and the defini-
tion of profile error ..In the preceding section, we have dis-
cussed the gear noise at the instant of take-over. Now let us
see what happens during the whole process of meshing of a
pair of tooth profiles (from root to tip), They work just like
a pair of cams. According to the theory of conjugation, they
shou1d be made .into accurate involute curves (not concave
nor con vex on tester's record) to ensure smooth transmission
during this period. The characteristic parameter for noise in
this case is the reciprocal of the radius of curvature of the
curve on the tester's record, (See Reference 4.) But as men-
tioned above, in order to 'ensure smooth change-over,
pressure angle should be adapted to link up the adjacent
curves. So we suggest redefining the profile error, splitting it
into two items:

a) Discrepancy from involute curve, that is, draw the two
closest involute curves of the same base circle (not necessarily
the nominated base circle), The normal distance of them, M



Table 2 Gear noise and its geometric error

Il.O
.... .... c::
l! l! '1:;

I I, 1100 E E s
I

::;j c ::;j ~c:; c:; t: .....
~

....·s CII " 0 ~.... > .. v 0

~
ci f§ '1: !II '1: nj ...... - 0 >
Z c CII c CII <1 <1 Z .5Il.O 1100

Fi,g.,4- Vector diagram of change over impact.

1 75.7 1641 2161 -1.5 -1.5 2
2 75.8 2161 1641 -1.5 +1.5 1.
3 76.8 2161 3041 -1 +1 27

I4 77.S 3041 0941 -1.5 +1 42

I ~~
5 77.6 22251 1641 -2.5 +4.5 7-...-. tlta /2=12(\1)) 6 78 2161 2261 -1.5 -0.5 18
7 78 1641 225] -2.5 +1.5 5\~ 8 78 1641 1741 -2.5 -0.5 15
9 78.2 2251 3041 -2 +4 53

OBM Fig. 6 10 78.2 2161 1741 -2 +1 43
11 78.3 3041 1641 -1.5 +0.5 14

fig. 5 12 78.4 2251 1741 -3 +4 25
13 78.5 1641 1321 -5 +3 50
14 78.5 1641 3041 -1.5 -0.5 11
15 78.7 1741 1641 -2.5 +0.5 8
16 78.8 2251 2161 -2 +3 21
17 78.8 1641 0941 -2 +0.5 73

"E 18 79 2261 2161 -1.5 +0.5 6
IX 19 79 0331 2971 -7.5 +3 65

20 79.1 1331 1741 -4 -1 68
21 79.2 2161 2251 -2 -3 16
22 79.2 1641 0341 -3 +1.5 95
23 79.2 3041 1321 -4.5 +3.5 124 ,

rig. 7 .fig. 8 24 79.5 0341 0941 -3 -1 49
25 79.5 1741 2251 -3 -4 12
26 79.5 1261 0951 -9 +2.5 34

is defined as the profile error. (Fig. 6). If the BTICR section 223 84 0151 1331 -5.5 -6 142
is used for tip I root relief, then only the shape error or BC sec- 224 84 3042 2032 -8.5 -5.5 171
tion will count. Tiplroot relief should not be confused with 225 84 0342 1642 -13 -2 172
profile error. As shown in Fig. 7, profile error is M instead of 226 84 1432 2252 -9.5 -7 110 I

M'. 227 84 0312 2032 -10 +1 228
b) The actual pressure angle in this case is determined by 228 84.1 2032 0312 -10 -1 227

the radius of base circle Roose; that is, a = Cos -l(Roose I Rref}, 229 84.2 0151 1332 -8 -7 159
(See Fig. 8.) 230 84.2 2032 0332 -11.1 +6 231

Experimental Research on Gear Noise 231 84.3 0332 2032 -11 -6 230
Perhaps what interests the gear manufacturers most is the 232 84.5 0332 1642 -13 -1 180

results of experimental research. They wish to know what 233 84.5 0152 1332 -8 -7 160
items of accuaracy influence the noise most and how dose 234 84.6 0151 2251 -4.5 -11 139
tolerances must be on errors to ensure silent transmission. The 235 84.6 1332 2031 -9.5 -8.5 210
purpose of experimental research was to find the answer for 2.36 84.7 0152 0332 -8 -s 184
them, but we also did some other experiments with the pur- 237 84.8 1332 2032 -11 -4 166
pose of investigating the phenomenon of gear noise. 238 85 0151 0311 -8 -]1 217

Influence or gear error on the noise level. The experiment 239 85 0152 1331 -5.5 -6 155
was done on m=2.5 z=SO B=20 lathe headstock gears, 240 85 1432 2032 -10.5 -8 211

I

They were nob bed. shaved (without shave profile correc- 241 85.S 0152 2252 -8 -10 173 I

tion), hardened, and then subjected to a "controllable electro- 24.2 85.6 0331 2031 -8 -10 220
chemical honing'~3J with the intention obtaining samples
with different magnitudes of errors. The profile of gear was deliberately made. Gear noise and total transmission er-
samples thus obtained are of typical saddle form, but difJerent ror were ,carefuI1y measured. Altogether 242 noise levels were
in concavi ty M. It is a pity that in this batch ol gear samples. taken. They were listed on noise level sequence. Table 2
there was no convex profile, and some 'error in pressure angle shows the two extremities, Nos. 1-26 are silent gears (below

Marchi April 1990 11



J041..3ifo - -1
..----..3if - -0.5

2251 At. = +3

-- <11= ~1.5

0941 .110 - - 2

.---- ..3if- -I

2161 ..3ito= -O.S

--- ..3if=0

1641..3ito = -1.5
-..3if=-1

• Arrow ... ad """"',Ihe direction <>I "",ving of <ontoct poinl when used ..
dnVU1881'.'
--r~ condition No;.., measured allOClO rpm. under .I ... d of 1.5 kg.m;
rmcrophoee ar lOOmm away from pnch pmnt; no lubric.itton: spred (i\tLO

I: I: goa, ledh marked 10ensure same meshing.

Fig. 9 ~ Testers records of gears involved in the' first 5 noise tests

THE LEADER IN

GIEAR
D:EBU:R,IRIIING,

• GRIINDIING
• SKIVVING
• TOOTH R_ADIIUS
• BRUSHING
• ZERO SET-UP (P.C."
• WHE,EL CHANGE

5SEOONDS

·IB'EVEL
• SPIRAL
• iP,INION
• SPUR
• HELICAL
• IRING GEARS
• AUTOMATION

1817 - 18th Ave.
Rockford, I'L 61:104

81:5~398-1010 :FAX 815-398-1!04·7
DEALERS WELCOME!

CIRCLE A-6 ON READER REPLYCARD

1,2 Gear Technology

0151 type: (b)

...--..... ..3it. --8
Ai - -3

0152 type: (b)

':'1 --8....--.. .J--3

0331 type: (b)

..---...lil. - -4
4/- -3

2252 type: (a)

...... _ tlto - +2
t.f - -5

OJl1 type: (a)

.....--.11.- +5
Af - -5

1.331 type: (b)

,-- .....Ar.,--2
41- -2.5

1432 type: (b)

... At. --5
.:of - -4.5

2031 type: (a)

At. - +6
-~- ......4/- -5

2032 type: (a)

..... _ At. - +3
t.f - -6

Fig. 10 - Tester's records of gears involved in the last five noise tests

8OdB).Nos. 223-242 are the mast noisy ones, over 84dB. The
conclusion is that for medium-module, medium-speed, light-
loaded spur gears, the main errors influencing noise are the
normal pitch difference and the profile concavity. Positive
Ato (normal pitch of driving gear larger than that of driven
gear) offers "leaving impact" change-over (Table Ia), which
is apparently more favorable than negative Ato (approaching
impact change-over, Table Ib), From theaverage value of the
extremities, increasing rate of noise could be roughly
estimated as every increment of 0.66 microns in negative nor-
mal pitch difference (normal pitch of driven gear minus that
of driving gear), plus a composite concavity increment of 0.62
microns will cause an increment of Idb in gear noise. The
tester's records of the gears involved infirst five noise tests are
shown in Fig. 9 (1641, 2161, 2251, 0941,. 3041), while the
tester's records of gears involved in last five noise tests (0151,
0152, 0311, 0331, 1331, 1432, 2031,2032, 2252) are shown in
Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows gears ground on Chinese worm wheel



Table - 3, An index to Hnd tester's record with known number of gear

Number of gear 0151 0152 0311 0331 0941 702L 703L 706L 709L 710L
Number of Fig. 10 10 10 10 09 13 11 12 13 11

, 1432 1641 2031 2032 2161 2251 2252 3041 711L 1331
I 10 09 10 10 09 09 10 09 12 10

703L type: (b)

..--_ ~4 =-3
M~ -1

7061. type: (d)

_'::11,,= =/
M-O

70Zl type: (d)

.....---- !lt~- I
I1f - 0

710L type: (b)

,.....- .... ~to =. -2
.:11- -2

711L type: (dial

!lt~= +2
.....--... M =-1

709L.o.t" - I
»: - ......I1f - -0.5

Fig. 11- Ground on Chinese worm
wheel gear grinder 7232A

Fig. 12 - Ground on Swiss worm
wheel gear grinder NZA

gear grinder 7232A(703L 710t).Fig. U shows gears ground
on Swiss gear grinder NZA (706L 711L).Fig. 13 shows gears
ground on Chinese gear grinder 7232Awith final free grind-
ing. (702L,709l).Table 3 is an index to find the tester's record
of known gear number.

Comparison of noise level of gears ground on different gear
grinders. Experiments were done mainly on worm abrasive
wheel gear grinders because they are productive, and because
they show promise for manufacturing silent gears. Table 4
shows the noise level measured at 300mm from the pitch
point of the meshing gears. From these test results, one sees
that with the addition of afinal worm wheel free grinding, the
noise level was dropped froman average of 8O.7dB to 76.7dB.
Fig. 14 shows the tester's records from Swiss grinder AZA.
The machine tool isaccurate, but because the wrong diamond
dressing wheel was used the profile thus obtained is a convex
form.

Some gear makers think that a convex profile may offer
silent transmission, perhaps because most gear making
methods produce a concave profile andtypically noisy gears.
Therefore, it is understandable to suppose that a.convex pro-
file will offer silent transmission. However, we have shown
experimentally that this is not the case. A batch of some 20
gears with profiles as shown in Pig. 15 were made. They
turned out to be very noisy (over 85dB).

Experiment for investigating the phenomenon of losing
contact in gear meshing. Gear noise researchers have long
noticed the phenomenon of losing contact. We did some ex-
periments on this phenomenon as well. The gear noise tester
was isolated between driving and driven gears. A signal

Fig. 13 - Ground on Chinese worm wheel gear
grinder 7232A plus Rna] free grinding

QUALITY
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Table 4 - Comparison of noise of gears ground on different gear grinders

NO. Type of gear grinder Way of profile generation
and indexing No. of Average No. of Fig.

noise noise of tester's
test record

1 Chinese horizontal gear steel belt and rolling disc 83dB (data offered
grinder 7132A with virtual rolling radius by factory)

adjustable, indexing by
change gear and worm
wheel

2 Chinese worm wheel gear Combine profile generation 28 BO.7dB Fig. 15
grinder 7232A and indexing just like

hobbing
3 Swiss worm wheel gear 32 78.OdB Fig. 16

grinderNZA
4 Swiss worm wheel gear 4 81.SdB Fig. 18

grinder AZA
5 Chinese worm wheel free 34 76.7dB Fig. 17

grinder

Swiss worm wheel gear
grinder AZA

'Fig, 14 - Tester's record of gear ground on AZA

2.S!,

Fig. 15 - Tesler's record of gear with convex profile

voltage with some resistors in series was connected to the
gears. If the gears were in contact, the signal voltage was short
circuited to low voltage. If they lost contact, high voltage ap-
peared. Our experiment not only confirmed the existance of
the phenomenon, but also defined some of its characteristics.
Three sorts of losing contact were observed .. (See Fig. 16.)

a) Jump over teeth - The driving gear loses contact with
the driven gear; then, after crossing several teeth, it comes
again into contact.

b) Frequently lose contact for short instant within the

14 'Gear Technology

separate
(a)

a 76.7ms

contact

WW~~~'W)\IU1~W,~,U'W~)~\mW,'WW~I(
separate (b)

contact

separate (c)

Fig. 16 - Ti me series curves of losing contact

period of one tooth, lose contact and come into contact again
several times.

c) Jump over teeth and come to frequently losing contact
alternatively.

Experiment for investigating the influence of contactratio
on noise level of gears, A pair of non-standard high precision
gears were made with very high thin teeth, which GOuld pro-
vide a contact ratio of more than two. By varying the center
distanoe on the tester, a relation between the contact ratio and
the noise level was found as shown inFig. 17. Minimum noise



seems to fall on a contact ratio a little bit less than 2 or 1.This
indicates that even under the slight load, the influence of tor-
sional stiffness is still of some importance.

A 'tentative suggestion on the optimized geometry for low
noise gears. For the time being, we can suggest only the type
(d) in Table 1.That is, doing best to reach better indexing (cir-
cular pitch), for the existing error, adapt pressure angle ex to
ensure correct normal pitch, so that on the tester's record the
adjacent curves will meet very welt and a smooth change-
over can be realized with slightest tip/root relief. Table 5
shows an example of silent gear pair,

Research on the Making of Silent Gears
From the previous sections, it is dear that gear noise is

produced:
a) at the instant of change-over,
b} during the process of meshing of a pair of gear

teeth.
The demand for accuracy is also directed at reducing noise,

that is;
a) The normal pitch diHerence.1.to as small as possi-

ble. If it is not possible to obtain this figure, a
positive at" is preferable.

b) The profile form error cf should preferably be as
dose to the theoretical invelute as possible with
minimum relief needed.

From Table 5, it can be seen that to guarantee ideal silent
gear transmission, the demand on key items of accuracy is
remarkably high.

1) To ensure final accuracy, the key technology is in the
finishing method after hardening.

2) To reach high accuracy in normal pitch, free finishing
methods aile very favorable. They can correct the normal
pitch error of the gears with the accurate normal pitch of the
tool (gear hone, worm-shaped, abrasive wheel, internal gear
hone, etc. In Table 4, it has been shown that an additional free
grinding to the worm wheel gear grinder cut down the
average noise level by 4dB. Another factory in Dalian suc-
ceeded in cutting down the gear noise by some S-6dB by in-
temalhoning. (The gear hone is with a shape of an internal
gear.) Further theoretical analysis can prove mathematically
that fre·efinishing can guarantee the type of gear shown in
Table Id, while grinding with constrained motion of wheel
and job will alwayslead to the geometry shown in Table Ic,

3) To obtain the ideal profile accuracy, a finishing method
with controllable metal removing rate along the full profile
(from tip to root) is keenly wished. The field controlled ECH
of gears is one of the new technologies we are developing with
this intention. (See Reference 3.)

Conclusion
As the introduction of this article has stated, all we are

writing here is just an idea formed in our minds by the results

Table - 5 Example of silent gear pair

Driving gear Driven gear
Gear No. Fig. No. Gear No. Fig. No. Noise level

(average)
7S.6dB
74.2dB

Fig. 17
Fig. 17

709L
702L

Fig. 17
Fig. 17

702L
709L

11 - 1000 rpm
110

1.4 2.2

Conlolct ratio (a)

Fig. 17 - Relation between contact ratio and noise level

of experiments. It can basically explain the phenomenon we
can see now, but any disclosure by further experiments may
make it necessary to revise the explanation ..Besides, there is
stal a.distance between experiment and application in.produc-
tion to cover But so far as we can see now, a compa:ratively
silent gear (say below 78dB) looks feasible. Far further reduc-
ing noise, other measure such as damping and absorbing, and
sound isolation, should be considered too.
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Infl'uenc,e~of tubrication on
Pitting and Micropitting

IResistance of !Gears
Prof. Dr.-Ing. H. Winter &; Dr-Ing. P. Oster

Technica1 University of Munich, Munich, West Germany

Abstract:
Pitting and micropitt lng resistance of

case-carburized gears depends on lubri-
cants and lubrication conditions. Pit-
ting is a form of fatigue damage. On
this account a short time test was
developed. The test procedure is de-
scribed. The "pitting test" was devel-
oped as a short ti me test to examine the
influence of lubricants on rnicropitting,
Test results showing the influence of
case-carburized gears on pitting and
micropitting are presented.

Introduction
Pitting and micropitting are essential

failure limits of the surface strength of
gears, which are not only affected by
material, but also by lubricants and
lubricating conditions.

Fig. 1 shows the increasing torque
limit or pitting and rnicropitting as a
function of increasing tangential speed.
The tooth fracture limit may be raised
by increasing the module, so that the
ruling factor is the pitting limit, even for
case-carburized gears. (See Fig. lb.)
Therefore, the surface strength has to be
determined by a life time test with a gear
test rig. Because life time tests are very
expensive, other test procedures for pit-
ting and micropitting load capacity are
worked out. (4-8)

Problems of Surface Strength
Fig. 2 shows typical pitting damage of

two gear pairs .. The damage appears
below the pitch circle at pinion and
wheel.

Pitting causes the failure of the gear
pair within the testing procedure. In
general, micropitting occurs during sur-

...
.5iS ~

I- -.I I-

.... '- ...
E ~:; ...J

fU OJ
I::0 ".

0- cr
'- ...
0' 0
I- .....

bL-~ __+-~ __~~~~~.
Speed vt

fig. la-Main limits of the load capacity of through- Fig. Ib-Main limits of the load capacity of
hardened steel gears. case-carburized steel gears.

Werkstoff: 42CrMo4V
Las,twechselzllill:

LW;S8"I06

HV2" 270

Pc = 603 N/m,m2

•CI
c
".
CI~~
OJ
.c
III--~
.5
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Werkstoff: l'6Mn.cr5 E
LastwechselzQhl:

LW= 24-106

HV2 '" 780; e'HT=1,3mm

PC'" 1750 N/mm2

Fig. 2- Pitting damaged tooth flanks. Application conditions: a = 200 mm; m = 9 mm; Zl!Z2 =
21122; injection lubrication using mineral oil; v, = 11.5 m/s.
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face strength tests of hardened gears.
Operative conditions (especially pres-
sure, tangential speed, and tempera-
ture), tooth geometry (especially curva-
ture and sliding conditions), quality of
the surface, material, and lubricant
features determine stress and deteriora-
tion of the gear pair. For the most part,
ease-carburized gears show serious pit-
ting damage only ata ~ewflanks, which
limit the life of the gear pair. The pitting
damage varies over the gear periphery.

Because failure shows fatigue charac-
teristics, repeated tests under similar
conditions show gear lives scattered in
a wide range.

The method of calculation in ISO
6336/2(31 covers the influence of the
lubricant only by the lubricant factor
Z,-, which takes :the nominal viscosity
of the lubricant and the strength of
material into account. (See F,ig. 3.)

The range of uncertainty is very large
because varyingadditives of the lubri-
cant cannot be taken into account.

Fundamental rolling tests using
through-hardened steel disks have
systematically examined the influence
of friction coefficient andlubricant film
(referred to the surface roughness) on
pining resistance, (See Fig. 4YOl ) The
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transfer of absolute strength values
from these tests to the gear pair is uncer-
tain, because conditions differ.

used, and Wohtercurves are deter-
mined by running tests. fig. 5shows the
test rig and testing conditions. By v.ary-
ing gears and conditions, many applica-
tions can be closely simulated.

Failure limit of pitting depends on 3.P""
plication conditions and characteristic
~eatures of the gear. Fig. 6 shows the
deterioration development du_ring 3.

fatigue test as a function of flank
pressure and load cycles.

Failure criteria of case-carburized
gears are defined as 4. % pitted area

The Determination of
Rank Load Capacity Using FZG

Back- "J:o-BackTest Rigs
Systematic, statistically proven tests

simulating real-life conditions should
only be performed on a cost-effective
basis, depending on the reliability of the
gears required.

Back-to-bark test rigs are normally

iltilrl cant Fae tor ZL wi. tlVIII·thout
EP-Add:1 tlves

Ncml na,1 VI sees !tn'110
at IIO·C In rrflS -

soo

B ',,10'
u
~ 1,00-1-1--t-;Hf:::::l;:""",~r:-.-to..!...!:~-I--I' ~1I200

I ~ I - _+-...., for All. r:: 0,90 ~-Jt>9'-l-"""~
... t'atenals
.g 'D eO'H-4--~-+--+---+--+-~
.J , 0 20 60

synthetIC 011.5 ha,V!1II9 I!;ow

CgcffJZlent or Fmuon:

case CarburlZed :zi-1.II·Zt
Throogh Hardened : Zi-1•1• ZL.

Ncmlnal ViSCOSity "so
at 50·C In rrf/s

Fig. J -Influence of lubricants on pitting load capacity - calcul tion method ref r nee ISO
6336/2.(l.l1

Surface Strengtll,of Through--Hard'ened;IDisks (Material: 42C'rMo4)
I Following Factors Inflluencing the Life Time' are Tested SeparatelY:

- PH Hertzian F'ressure; - p.. Coeffilcient of Friction; -r:lBI Flash Temperature;
- V2 Tangential Speed; - La Lubricant-Film-Thickness /IRoughness.
The following equation is the result of these invesUgat:ions:

LW. = 1(.PH1)-7. (P..')-3. ,(-.!?Bll)· -2. 1(~)1:.2. (ILa1)2.2
LW2 PH2 /-!2 !?B12 V22 La2

_ L __

If La'.2 > 1,0 - La'.2 = 1.0,

Surlac·eStrength of Through Hardened Gears (Materlall: 42CrM04)
The dominant influence of the coefficient of friction, apart from the influence of
the pressure. is also proven at Gears.

CoeHiciient. of Friction at EHL ··CondIUons
Mineral Oil: /-I - Pl-t°.6 P. - v-O.25p. _ AaO.2;

Synthetic Oil: The coefficient nas to be evaluated by tests.
·EHL: IElasto-Hydrodynamic Lubrication

Fig. -4 - Effects of EHL-parameters on pitting load capacity - surnm ry.
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neighborhood7

Write;
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Department PA
1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Wa.shLngton, D.C. 20036
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'. Il'Ispection by Hofler Gear Checker
with Computer IPrintouts available

• Low toolinglcosts
• On-time delivery

$
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2182 Aurora IRoad (At. 82) .' Twinsburg, OHI44,Q87 ,
Phone: 21!6-425-4419 • FAX: 216-425-860,0

we ,caR Salvage Gears ,DIstorted by Heat lilestment
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FlG WHD-Back Tn! 81!1:

1.91..5. 112.5, I~Or200.,

v •• 8... 16 Ills,

"Inet~1 all, ~50. 5O llXlwil/s,
S!>IK Gears : b • 10 l!l ..

10• 2.25 ... '''' ll~ • J7'....... lV.II .•
hl!I'ICed SlIdln'i/ IGear Type: ell
DIN-Quail tv 'I ... 6. Grlnded Fllnks,

I(~ler Cyr\feJ Basln9 uPon1... 2li TIlt' Polnu.

Fig. 5 - Determination of pitting load capacity us-
,ingFZG test rigs.'

t
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105 "5 ,a lOT ~

LOId CYcles"
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EYalUltlOll of • II!IIller Curve

IInerl.1 : lo;cr~16 •
!IodUle : 5.5 .. I

,. Pc • L.20·PeD '

b. Pc • I.02·rCD '

C.Pc"DeD'

d. Pc • o.!I2·Pw '

Pc : Flank Pressure II' !~
PilCh 1'II:ln!,

OeD ' Pc Endurance LI.U
OCClJr5.

Fig ..6 - Deterioration development as a function
of flank pressure and n umber of load cycles.
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on one flank. or as the surface of all
pitted areas exceeds 1% of the active
flank area. \lVhen reversals reach S'107

or lef cycles, endurance range will be
assessed.

Experimental investigations show
that dynamic tooth forces progressively
increase, exceeding the limited area.
(See Fig. 7.)

Because gear life times until pitting
occurs vary greatly, a large number of
tests are required to determine fatigue
strength and endurance limit. (See
Fig. 8.) Then a strength value with a:
certai.n probability (e.g., Weibutl-or
Probit-probability curve) can be in-

Coyt(l!l!l the Ml!!!ler (urIe;

tIa.l_ ,20 25 Points,
Sundard , 12 16 Po]nts;

"lnl_ , 7••• 10 'Polnu.

Fig..8-Determinatien of pitting load capacity by
using <I Wohlercurve. Fig. n-Test conditions of the FZG pitting test.

Fig .. 9 - Differences of load cycles between maximum and minimum running
numbers.
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Fig. 10- Influence of additives on pitting load capacity of case-carburized gears (l6MnCr5EJ.

FZG Back-To-Back Test Rig ref. DIN 51354:

Case Carburized and Ground Test Wheels, Gear Type: C, Dip Lubrication with

Constant Oil Temperature: 90 C, Tangentiall Speed: VI == 8.3m/s, Driving Pinion;

Defined Running In, Repealed One Load Stage Test (Pc = 1654 N/mm2) until

Reaching Failure Limit;

Failure Criterion: 4%Pltling on One Flank of the Pinion or 1010 Pilling: on Total

Active Area of the Pinion.
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dlcated. One gear pair is necessary to
achieve two test points, and one test
point requires about 500 test rig hours to
reach theendurance limit. The execu-
tion of a S-N curve is very time-con-
suming. 170 prove the fatigue stI1e5S
statistically at the range of limited life
fatigue, shorter funning times are
possible.

Fig. 9 shows the differe.nce of load
cycles between the area of limited life
fatigue strength and endurance limit at
pitting tests. It is eviden't that even at the
low range of limited life fatigue
(Pc/Pco"'" 1.1). a distinct contraction
of the running time differences is to be
expected.

fig ..10 shows S-N curves which ex-
amine the influence of additives on pit-
ting resistance of case-carburized gears.
Only a limited statistical proof is
possible.

Thel/Pitting Test" asa Short Time
Test for Pifl.ing Resistance

Based on results of the influence of
additives on pitting resistance, the
Forschungsvereinigung Antriebstechnik
e.V., Frankfurt, (FVA) has carried out a
round robin test.

The short time "pitting test" was
defined and executed by five labora-
tories. The test conditions are shown in
Fig. 11.

FZG gear test rigs having similar
geometry (center distance: .3 =

91.Smm) to the standardized FZG scuf-
fing test rig (DIN 51354) were used.(ll

Gears (case-carburized 16MnCrS.
Maag 0° grinding) and lubricant from
one charge were placed at disposal. The
results of all 'test rigsconcerning two
tested lubricants are shown in Fig. 12.

The FZG has taken part in this round
robin test. Fig. 13 shows the share of the
FZG. Although the load cycles widely
scatter, a distinct differentiation be--
tween the two lubricants having dif-
ferent additives is possible.

The relative scatter (incline of the
Wei bull curve) of both test series is
almost corresponding. If the FZG test is
evaluated sequentially for the use of the
test gear pairs, one can see that, despite
the increasing number of running tests,
the statistical mean total endurance
LW50 hardly differs.

It would need about five or six test
runs to achieve a correct value if the
tests are executed carefully. (See Fig.
14.)



In the course of time the FZG has car-
ried out further pitting tests using dif-
ferent gears (equal geometry, diffel'ent
material),

Quality of manufacture and heat
treatment of these gears were identical
to those used at the round robin test.
Reduced load cycles have been the
results of these tests. This is proven by
a few comparison tests shown in Fig ..15.
Especially in pitting tests, the constancy
of test gear features is very important.
Besides the difference of endurance, the
two lubricants show a cardinal dif-
ference in the appearance of the flank
surface. The flanks have a general blank
look using FVA oil doped with A99,
while using FVA oil doped with lOP ef-
fects strong micropitting and heavier
flank wear. (See Figs. 16-17.)

Pittingand micropitting affect each
oeher. Depending on intensity,
m:icropitting results in continuously in-
creasing crater wear at the root of the
flanks and in reduced pitting resistance.

MicropiUing and
Micropitting Resistance

Description of damage: To the naked
eye, areas where rnicropitting has 0(;-

cured appear gray. (See Fig. 18.)
Micropitting usually starts at the root of
the pinion and spreads over the whole
flank. It rarely begins at the teeth tip of
the wheel.(1.91

There is continuous loss of tooth sur-
face material, which results in craters
similar to wear craters and deteriorates
the profile. Scanning electron micro-
scope investigations prove that the
failu~e shows fatigue symptoms. There
are a lot of broken out, partly conchate
particles (micropittingl ) which give the
gray look lathe flanks.

Operative conditions: Fig..19 shows
'the main conditions of the micropitting
resistance comprehensively. All factors
affecting the lubricating film between
the flanks affect the tendency to
micropitt.ing.(6)

By use of a "thick" EHL film and
"smooth" surfaces, micropiUing can. be
eluded. Lubricants doped with different
additives react to test conditions in-
dividually. Unlike ZDPadditives, sul-
.furphosphorus (S-P) additives are ad-
vantegeous to micropitting resistance.

The MicropiUing Test: A short time
test to determine micropitting resis-
tance. The micropitting test was devel-
oped by 'the ~ZG implementing a FVA

---- ----

---- --- -
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Test Gear Wheels
16MnCr5 E
DIN ooers-s

FVAJ .1..*/ •. A99

- .1
F VA 2 .1,,"10 A 99 III-: --LL&.ILU.....IL _

FVAJ.I."!oA99

2 S 10 20 40

load eye Ies '106

Fig. 15 -Influence of lest gear wheels on pitting tests.

Oil: FVA 2 + 2 % ZOP Olil; FVA 2 + 4% A 99

Load Cyc.les; 0,6" 106 load Cycles; W. 9 ~ 1;06

Majior Micro Pitting Minor Micro PUliing
belcw jhe Pilch Circle

Fig. 16 - Examples of gear teeth used on pi tti ng tests.

New State Tested with FVA2.Ag9 Tested with FVA2+ZDP

(and I,t ron Wear at the Root. Heavy Wear frOOI---_. --
the Root to the
TIP.

Fig. 17 - Tooth profiles of test gears.
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project. To test the influence of lubri-
cants, a modified .FZG test (DIN 51354)
and a gear with balanced sliding at the
tip of the pinion and of the wheel ave
used.(7.8,9)The load is raised by load
stages until the amount of the profileer-
ror exceeds twice the amount of error at
the beginning. To get reliable judgment
and information about deterioration
development (partly degressive) at
longer running times, a permanent test
run (10 .... 50'106 Load cycles) is ex-
ecuted afterwards.

Results of micro pitting test runs: Fig.
20 shows results of a micropitting test
using three lubricants doped with dif-
ferent additives.

Obviously there is a relation between
less of weight and the failure causing in-
creased amount of profileerror. It is
remarkable that the lubricants' GFf-
low and GFT-high base on the same oil.
The lubricant GFT -low is doped with
ZDP additive, and GFT-high with a
S-P additive. Thus, the strong influence
of additives en micropitting is obvious.
In certain cases the torque limit of
micropitting is in contradiction to the
pitting limit.

Summary and Outlook
Pitting and mieropitting resistance of

case-carburized gears depends on
lubricants and lubricating conditions,
Pitting is a form .of fatigue damage.
Therefore, pitting endurance has to he
determined by running tests, and the
results shown as S-Ncurves. Because
these tests need statistical evaluations,
they are expensive, therefore, a short
time test was developed. The test pro-
cedure is described. The pitting test
determines the influence of lubricants
doped with different additives on pitting
resistance.

Test runs have shown that micropit-
ting often occurs during pitting tests of
case-carburized gears. The damage
micropitting is described. The mi.cropit-
ting test was developed as a short time
test to prove the influence of lubricants
doped with different additives on mi-
cropitting resistance of case-carburlzed
gears.

Lubricants doped with S-P additives
shew a higher micropitting resistance
than lubricants doped with ZDP
additives.

Because qualitative results of both
test procedures are possible only to the



- - ---

-- - - ---- - - - -

respective damage of this test, the FZC
aims at a combination of both pro-
cedures considering economic aspects.
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Fig. 18 - Examples of gear teeth showing micropitting.

Influencing Variable

Flank Roughness: IReduction from 6/im 103/im

Range
.. 1:3
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Additives (Equal Viscosity of Base Oil) , , .... , , . , , .. , , . , , . ' .. , , , , , . 1:2
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Tangenhal Speed (Advantageous: High Speed) , . , , , . , , , , , , . ,1:1.3

lowering 011Temperature (M = 201<) , , ... , , , . , , . , , , , , , , , .. , , , , .. ,1:1.3

fig. 19 - Estimated range of the influence of conditions on micropitting load capacity,
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Intreduction
Recently, there has been increased interest in the dynamic

effects in gear systems. This in.teres~is stimulated by demands
for stronger, higher speed, improved performance, and
longer-lived systems. This in tum. has stimulated numerous
research efforts directed toward understanding gear dynamic
phenomena. However, many aspects of gear dynamics are
still not satisfactorily understood.

For example, in industrial settings. a high performance gear
system is oHen obtained by overdesigningand by sacrificing
costs, materials, and compactness. In aerospace and military
application where weight is a premium, gear systems are often
designed under conditions very close to. the failure limits,
thereby introducting uncertainties in performance and life
prediction. They are often prematurely replaced to prevent
in-service failure. Moreover, gear systems are often designed
by using static analyses. However, when gear systems operate
at high speed, there are several factors which affect their per-
formance. These include shaft torsional stiffness, gear tooth
loading and deformatior; gear tooth spacing and profile er-
rors, rotating speeds, mounting alignment, dynamic balance
of rotating elements, gear and shaft masses and inertia, and
the masses and inertias of the driving (power) and driven
(load) elements .

There is no. agreement among researchers on the best
methods for evaluating dynamic load 'effects. Hence, gear
designers are Dfteneontronted with conflicting theories. They
generaUy have to rely on past experience, service safety fac-
tors, and experimental data with a limited range of
applicabili ty .

The objective of this report is to provide more insight into
the factors affecting dynamic loads.

Research efforts on gear system dynamics have been con-
ducted fer many years. In 1892 lewis(1) recognized that the
instantaneous tooth load was affected by the velocity of the
system. In 1925, Earle Buckingham(21headed an experimen-
tal.research effort, endorsed by ASME, to. measure dynamic
effects. A report published in 1931 represented the first
authoritative document on gear dynamics. It presented a pro-
cedure for determining the so-called.dynamic Ioad increment
due to. mesh dynamics and gear tooth errors,

In 1959, AttiaU) performed an experiment to. determine ac-
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finite element methods. and computer-aided design and analysis of
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University of Pennsylvania.
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search!Center in ClevehUld. OH. He took his degrees in Mechanical
Engineering from the University of Cincinnati, He is the author of
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tual instantaneous loading. He found that Buckingham's
results were conservative.

In 1958, Niemann and Rettig(4) found that larger masses
caused higher dynamic loads, but as the average lead became
larger, the effect of larger masses became less important. They
also found that very heavily loaded gear systems showed no.
appreciable dynamic load increment, whereas in lightly and
moderately leaded gear systems, there were consid rable
dynamicload increments. In 1958, Hams(S) suggested that
for gear systems isolated from external stimuli, there are three
internal sources of dynamic leads:

(1) Error in the velocity ratio measured under the working
load ..

(2) Parametric excitation due to stiffness variation of the
gear teeth,

(3) Nonlinearity of tooth stiffness when contact is lost,
In 1970, Houser and Seireg(6) developed a generalized

dynamic factor formula for Spill'and helical gears operating
away from system resonances, The formula took into. con-
sideration the gear geometry and manufacturing parameters
as well as the dynamic characteristics of the system.

In 1972, Ichimaruand Hirano(7)analyzed heavy-loaded
spur gear systems with manufactu_ri-flgerrors under different
operating conditions. They found that the change in tooth
profile showed a characteristic trend to decrease dynamic
load, In 1978, Cornell and Westervelt(S) presented a dosed
form solution for a dynamic model of a spur gear system and
shewed that tooth profile modificafion, system inertia and
damping, and system critical speeds can have significant e£-
fects upon the dynamic loads, In 1981, Kasubaand Evans(9)
presented a large scale digitized extended gear modeling pro-
cedure to analyze spur gear systems for both staticand
dynamic conditions. Their results indicated that gear mesh
stiffness is probably the key element in the analysis ofgear
train dynamics. They showed that the gears and the .adi cent
drive and load systems can be designed for optimum perform-
ance in terms ·0£ minimum allowable dynamic loadsIor a
wide range of operating speeds.

In 1981, Wang and Cheng(1O)developed another dynamic
load response algorithm. They reported that the dynamic
load is highly dependent on the operating speed. This model
is later modified by Lewicki(1ll to account for the nonlinear
Hertzian deformation of meshing gear teeth. The gear
dynamic load found from the revised mode] showed little dif-
ference from the original model, since the Hertzian. deflection
was relatively small incomparison with the total gear tooth
deflection. Nagaya and Uematsu(12) stated that because the
contact point moves along the involute profile, the dynamic
response should be considered as a function ef both the posi-
tion and speed of the moving load. In 1982, Terauehi, et
al., (13) studied the effect of tooth profile modificat ions on the
dynamic load of spur gear systems. According to their results,
the dynamic load decreased with proper profile modifica-
tions.

In this first part of the article, we present a model of a
parallel shaft transmission. We consider the effects o.f shaf,t
stiffness and inertia, lead and power source inertias, tooth
stiffness, local compliance due to. contactstresses, load shar-
ing, and friction. A parameter study is prov.idedin 'the second
part of the article.
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Modeling
Fig..1depicts a model of the transmission. It consists of a

motor or power source connected by a flexible shaft to the
gear system. The gear system consists of a pair of involute
spur gears. They are connected to the load by a second .flexi-
ble shaft as shown. Symbolically, the model may be
represented by a collection of masses, springs, and dampers
as in Fig. 2 ..

Let 61M!611, 62, and Ol represent the rotations of the motor,
the gears, and the load. Then by using standard procedures
of analysis, the governing differential equations for the rota-
tions may be written as

J191 + Cs1(91 - OM)+ Ksl(Ol - £1M) + Cg(t)[Rb161 - Rb26z1
+ Kg(it)[Rbl(Rbl01 - ~202)1 = TIl{t) (2)

Jz8z + Csz(02- (1) + ·~«(12 - (;11) + Cit)lRb~2 - Rt.1911
+ Kg(tHRbZ(~2612- ~lOl)l = Tf2(t) (3)

hOt + Cs2(OL - 02) + ~((h - (h) = - TL (4)

where JM, h, h, and h represent the mass moments of iner-
tia of the motor, the gears, and the load; Cs], c..,.,and Cg(t)
are damping coeffidenrs of the shafts and the gears; Ksl' ~,
and Kg(t) are stiffnesses of the shafts and the gears; TM, T t-
Tn(t), and T1z(t) are motor and load torques and frictional
torques on the gears; Rbt and Rb2. are base circle radii of
the gears; t is time; and the dots over (1 indicate time
differentiation.

In developing Equations 1 to 4 several simplifying assump-
tions are employed.

Gear Manufacturing Symposium
"Just In Timet Problem Solving
April 1..3, 1990 ..·.. Columbus, Ohio

.AGMA's Gear ManufacturIng Symposium oonoemretes on the latest and most effective manufaoturing techniques ..
This year the symposium looks at ''Just In Time" manufacturing-what it ls, how it works and its relationship with hear
treatment. A. ponion of the' program is devoted to hard finishing of bevelgeaf by several methods. Additional topics
Include Near Net Forging, Form Grinding and Noise Control. _.

On Monday afternoon, there will be a tour of the RockweU International Newark" Ohio Plant.

For moreini:ormation, call: American Gear Manufa.cturel'S Association
1500 King Street, Suitie 20t Alexandria, VA 22314

(703) 684-0211
Registration Fee: AGMA Members $375 • Non-members $495. For non-members, fee must aocompany reglstratron form.

CANCELLA.nON POLICY: A refund will be issued only if cancellation is received in writing 15days prior to
the meeting start date. Registrants who have not met the cancellation deadline will be liable for full payment.

Featured Topics

• "Just in Time" Manufacturing and Heat Treating
• Hard Finishing; Bevel and Parallel Axis Gears
• Staee-ef-the-Art Bevels and Hypoid Processing
• Near Net Forging

(1) The dynamic process is studied in the rotating plane of
the gears. Out-of-plane twisting and misalignment are
neglected.

(2) Damping due to lubrication of the gears and shafts .is
expressed in terms of constant damping factors.

(3) The differential equations of motion are developed by
using the theoretical line of action ..

(4) Low contact ratio gears are used in the analysis,
Specifically, the contact ratio is taken between 1 and 2.

Analysis
A major task in the analysis is to determine the values of

the stiffness, damping, and friction coefficients appearing in
Equations 1 to 4. Another task is to determine the ratio of load
sharing between the teeth during a mesh cycle. These factors
depend on the roll angle of the gears. Thus, Equations 1 to 4
are made nonlinear by these terms.

STIFFNESS
Gear stiffness. - Consider first the stiffness coefficients

Kg, Ksl' and Ksz. Let the tooth surface have the form of an in-
volute curve. Let Wi be the transmitted load at a typical
point j of the tooth profile. Let qj be the deformation of the
tooth at pointj in the direction of Wj. Then the gear stiffness
~ for the gear teeth in contact at j is

Kg; = Wi (5)
qj

In general qj wiIl depend on the following: (1) the bend-
ing of the tooth, the shear deformation of the tooth, and the
axial compression of the tooth; (2) the deflection due.to the
flexibility of the tooth foundation and fmet; and (3) the local
compliance due to the contact stresses.

Something New This Year«
Small Group Workshops

The 1990 symposium will also feature smalll group
workshops. These wiU be conducted more than once, so
everyone will be able to attend all the workshops.
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Fig,] -A Simple Spur Gear System.
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Fig, 3- Element Modelling of a Gear Tooth.

as the sum of the deformation in the elements ibeneath point
j. That is,

n
qbj =E qbij

i=l

where n is the number of elements beneath iand qbij is the
deformation of element idue to the load Wj'

(continued on page 30)

3500 BC . Man imenls the wheel and says "it lis good"
2500 BC • Man invents the spline and says, "it is good"
2499 IBC • Man invents the' spline gage and says "it'll do the trick"
Man has been 'Usingl the same spline gage ever sinoe. That is, until
FBENCO redesigned the gage for modem man. l1he frenooindicating
spline gage produces vaJiable data on exact Pitch !Diameter while
simultaneously checking "GO" condition. This SPC compatable gage
also ,quickly checks taper, ovality and other time consuming inspections.
Available for internal, extemall.straightorlnvolutesplineconfigur.ations.

(6)

Let us show you a syst'em for today and bayonet. Call or write:
,- . - I h--•--I W22IN6193 Sussex IRoad9ue rIn9 lP:o, Box 125 -Sussex, WI 53089
AUT a. MA T ION Ii N C ,(414)246-4994oIFAX(414)246-8623
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Fig. 2 - A Mathemat leal ModeJ of the Transmission System.

To determineq, let the tooth be divided into elements as
shown in Fig. 3. Let i be a typical element with thickness T,
cross section area Aj, and second moment of inertia Ii' Let
~j be the distance between element iand point ialong the
x-axis. Let f'Jj be the angle between WJ and the y-axis.
(See Fig. 3.)

Consider the tooth to be a nonuniform cantilever beam.
Let qbi be the contribution to qj by the bending, shear,and
axial deformation of the tooth. The qbj may be represented

mailto:extemall.straightorlnvolutesplineconfigur.ations.


Plu't:S it alii t,oge't:her
wiit!h exci't:ing" n,ew
produlcts ,to kleep
yo,u comlpetitiive!

Gearmakers worldwide face customer demands for highest quality and an-
time deHvery at fiercely competitive prices. Meetilng: these demands requires
,greater fl'exlbility, productivity and the ability to' iint.egrate new technolO'gy.
Recaglniz,ing your ultimate goals - customer satisfaction and profitability -
Klingelnberg global techno:logy is ready with the most advanced CNC Spira!1
Bevel Gear Generators and Grinders, and the most complete Iline of CNC
Gear Checkers avanaole ... anywher,e ..

We've IPut it all together:
Spiral Bevel 'Gea:rAp;pUcat,ions
• KNC 40/60 fully CNC controUed Generators
• AMK Large Gear Generators
• W800CNC (Wiener System) Grinder

CNC Inspection Equipment
• Quench Presses
Worm and Rotor Grinding Applications
• HNC Series of eNG controlled Grinders
• eNC Inspection Systems

Paranel Axis Gea:rApplications
• eNC controlled gear Inspection Systems
• SNG Series of GNG Hob Sharpeners
• Gear Cuttingl Tool lnspection Systems
• Hurth Product Line: CNC Shavers, Hard

&. Fine Finishers, Shaving Cutter Grinders
and Deburr:ing/Chamferilng Equipment..



The KNC-4'D/601Gear Generators
These new,fully CNC, 8 axisqear generators produce
Spiral Beve'llGears up to 24" OD. Perfect for smaU
batch or intermediate level production runs, the KNC
Series generates Spiral Bevel! Gears of any 'geome'try
by continuous or single indexing operation. Its program
storage' capacity for 250 different workpiecesand
unlimited storage capacity witih a ONe interface, makes
i,tthe most flexlible ,gear generator you can buy.

The W800CiNC Gear Grinde:r (Wiener System)
Wiith IIeadingl ,edge technol~ogy, the W800CNC becomes
the universal Spiral Bevel Gear glrindier for any gear
'geometry. P,erfect for glround 'gear quallity applications
up to 3f5" O.ID., the grinder offers glreatversatility,
short set-ups and superior accuracy.

The PNC Series 'Gear Checkers,
Compact. new eNC ccntronee gear checkers provide
fully automatic measuring of gears up to BO" O.D. Fast
operation, high accuracy, excellent documentation and
a wide variety of software modules, form the pertect
,gear checkilngl package.

For the latest infmmation on Khngelnberglsyst,ems that
satisfy customer demands.for increased productivity
and profitaibility, contact our representative .. Or, write to
Kling;e'l'nberg Gear T,echnol'ogiYlnc., 115200IFoltz
Industrial Parkway.,. Stmngsville" OH 44136
Phone: 216/572-2100; FAX: .21'61572~098S..

oI(LI~GEINBERG
...Puts It a'il ,together.
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DYNAMIC LOADS ...
(continued from page 27)

~ o~----~----~----~----~--~
tb (A) PI.TCHRADII. Rpl =Rp2 = 57 .. 1 M.
"",'

~,,..
22j,
~

GEAR TOOTH PAIR
DRIVING GEAR TOOTH
I:(RTZI ANDEFORI'IA Tl ON
FOi.L'OWING GEAR TOOTH

20

15

10

5

ROlL ANGLE. DEG

(BJ PITCH R'ADII. Rp,11 = 57.1 M.Rp2 = 171. 3 Mo>\.

Fig. 4-No.rmalized Deformation of a Pair of Teeth. Module, 3,18 m:rn;
Pressure Angle, 20"; Pace Width, P = 25.4 mm; Modulus of Elasticity, E
= 2'07 GPa; Applied Load, W = 105 KN/m.

With standard analysis qbij is found to have the
value:(8. 14. 15)

qb" = (W.(J::)J cos2{3·f-,(.T3+ 3T.2L .. + 3TL2")/3l]II l'-'e l I I - -1 1) III· I

- cos {3jsin {3i[ (T;2Yj + 2TiYj~j) 121;]

+ cos2{3i[12(1 + lilT/SA; I+ sin2{3j(T/ Ai) } (7)
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where Y, is the half-tooth thickness at element i(See Fig3.),
II is Poisson's ratio, and Ee is the "effective elastic modulus"
depending upon whether the tooth is wide (plane strain) or

narrow (plane stress). Specifically, for a "wide" tooth, wher-e
the ratio of the width to thickness at the piltch point exceeds
5,114) Ee is

(8)

where E is Yeung's modulus ef elasticity. Fer a "narrow" tooth
(width-to-thickness ratio. less than 5), !Ee is

!Ee =E (9)

Expressions similar to !Equation 7 hold fer'lli' the con-
tribution to.qj for the deformation due to the flexibility of the
toothfillet and fou:ndation.l1S)

Let qcj be the contribution to qj from the local compliance
due to contact stresses. With the procedures of Lundberg and
Palmgren(16) qcj may be expressed as

(10)

where F is the width of the tooth.
Hence, by superposition, the deformation at] in the direc-

tion of Wi is

(11)

The above expressions were used to calculate the defor-
mations for two different gear pairs. The resul tsare shown
graphically in Figs. 4a and b.

Shaft stiffness. - The shaft stiffness K, is given by the
standardexpression

IGK,=-
I

(12)

where G is the shear modulus, I is the shaft length, and J is
the polar moment of area. given by

(13)
D'I

J- - 1"----
32

where D is the shaft diameter.

DAMPING
Shaft damping, - Next consider the damping coefficients

C51, C51• and Cg• Damping in the shafts is due to. the shalt
material. In Equations 1 to. 4 the coefficients Cs1 and C51 are
taken to. have the form

C" - 2~{t~'tr (14)
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Fig. 5-Friclion Coefficient of Gears in Figure 4a at 1500 RPM.

and

Cs2 = 2ts{... ~ .)1/2
1 1-+-
It h

where t. represents the damping ratio. Experiments have
shown that-~. has values between 0.005 and 0.075. (17)

Mesh damping. - Similarly, the effect of damping of the
gear mesh is taken as

C = 2~ i[KgR~lRkJlh]- 1/2 (16)
g I R~lJl +Rkh

where, as before, ~is the damping ratio. Measurements have
ShOWRE to have values between 0.03 and 0.17.(9-10)

Friction. - Equations 1 to 4 contain terms Tn and Tf2
which represent the frictional moments of the driving and
driven gears. These moments occur because of the relative
sliding of the gear teeth. Buckingham(l8) has recorded a

Gear Grinding
Specialists
Fleishauer 'FiZ 300E

IE:lectronicaUy 'Controlled Gear Grinders
Commercial & Precision Gear Manufacturing
to .AGMA Class 15 including ...

• ' Spur - Grinding to 12·1'/2" Diameter
• Hellcal • Hobbing to 24" Diameter
• Internal - 0.0. arid I.D. Grinding,
• PumpGears Gear Honing,wJCrowning,
• Splines and Pulleys Broaching, Keyseating. -
• Serrations Turning and 'Milling,T:oolh
• Sprockets Chamfering and Rounding

<I,

I I Supplied complete to print
Finishing operations on your blanks

Grind teeth only

(17)

I I

941G MIUTARY RD.
BUFFALO, NY 14217

FAJ{ (716) 814~9003·PHONE, (716')1874~311311
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semiempirical formula for the friction coefficient fof bound-
ary lubrication as

f = 0.05e-O.125V.1+ 0.002 ~

where V.I is the sliding speed measured in in.Zsec. An
analogous expression for elastohydrodynamic lubrication
has been developed by Benedict and KeUey(9) and by
Anderson and Loewenthal(20) as follows:

(15)
where

C; = 29.66 (51 units)
= 45.94 (English units)

W = the applied load, N/m (lb/In.)
F = face width, mm (in.)
VR = rolling velocity, mm/sec (i.n./sec)
Jl.o = lubricant viscosity, N-sec/m2 (Ib-sec/in.2)

Figures Sa and b show graphs of thefriction coefficient as
given by Equations 17 and 18 as a function of the roll angle.
Figs. 6a and b show the resulting effe,ct upon the friction
torque.

MESH ANALYSIS
Fig. 7 illustrates the motion ofa pair of meshing teeth, The

initial contact occurs at A,. where the addendum circle of the
driven gear intersects the line of action, As the gears rotate
the point of contact will move along the line of action APD.

Marchi April 1990 3, l'



Nomenclature

Ai cross section area of ith element of gear teeth, mrrr' (in.2)

Cg damping coefficient, gear tooth mesh, N-sec (Ib-sec)
C, damping coefficient of shalt, N-m-sec (in.-Ib-sec)
E, effective modulus of elasticity, N/m2 (Ib./in2)

F tooth face width, mm (in.)
G shear modulus, N Im2 (Ib lin. 2)

Ii second moment of inertia of ith element of gear teeth,
mm2 (in.2)

k polar moment of inertia of load, m2-Kg
JM polar moment 'Ofinertia of motor, m2_Kg
II polar moment 'Ofinertia of gear 1, m2_Kg
h polar moment of inertia of gear 2, m2-Kg
Kg stiffness of gear tooth, Nm/rad-m
K, stiffness of shaft, N-mlrad
Lij distance between elements iand i. mm
qb gear tooth deformation due to beam deflection, mm
qc gear tooth deformation due to contact deformation, mm
~ gear tooth deformation due to foundation flexibility, mm
q =~ +<1f +qc total gear tooth deformation, mm (in.)
Rb base radii of gears, mm (in.)

R, pitch radii 'Ofgears, mm
ti thickness of element i, mm
TL torque on load, N-m
TM torque on motor, N-m
Tn torque on gear 1, N-m
Tf2 torque on gear 2, N-m
Vs1 sliding velocity during tooth mesh, mm/sec
VR rolling velocity, mm/sec
W applied load, N/m (lb/In.)
Xi x-coordinate of element i, mm (in.)
Yi y-coordinate of element i, mm (in.)
{3 load angle, rad
o backlash, mm (in.)
() angular displacment, rad
e angular velocity, rad I sec
{j angular acceleration, rad I se2
1-1-0 lubricant viscosity, N-sec/m2 (lb-secvin.e)
l' Poisson's ratio
~ damping ratio
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Fig. 6 - Friction Torque Variation Along the Contact Path for Gears in Figure
4a at 1500 RPM.

When the tooth pair reaches B, the recessing tooth pair
disengages at D leaving only one zone. When the tooth pair
reaches point C. the next tooth pair begins engagement at A
and starts another cycle.

In the analysis. the position of the contact point of the gear
teeth along the line of action is expressed in terms of roll
angles of 'the driving gear tooth.

Fig. 8 shows typical stiffness and load sharing character-

,,,,,
- ........ \

~~DOUBlE
CONTACT
lOlE

0,

fig. 7 -Illustration of Gear Meshing Action.
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NORMALIZED CONTACT POSl liON (BASE ,pITCH)

Fig. B- Typical Stiffness and Load Sharing of Low Contact Ratio Gears of
Figure 4a.

istics through a mesh cycle. let a series of mating tooth pairs
be denoted as a, b, c, dand let points A. B, P, C. Dbe the
same as those in Fig. 7. Then AB and CD represent thedou-
ble contact regions, Be represents the single contact region,
and, as before, P is the pitch point.

The stiffness values at double contact regions are dearly
much higher than those at single contact regions. When
gears rotate at appreciable speed, this time-varying stiffness
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as shown in Fig. 8 is the major excitation source for the
dynamic response of the system.

Discussion
The objective of this anal ysis is to establish the governing

differential equations and to present a procedure for solu-
tion. As noted, the equations themselves are nonlinear,
However, they may be efficiently solved by using the follow-
ing linearized-iterative procedure.

The linearized equations may be obtained by dividing the
mesh cycle into n equal intervals, Let a constant input tor-
que TM be assumed. Let the output torque TL be fluctuating
because of damping in the gear mesh, because of friction,
and because of time-varying mesh stiffness.

Let initial values of the angular displacements be obtained
by preloading the input shaft with the nominal torque car-
riedby the system. Initial values of the-angular speeds may
be taken from the nominal operating speed of the system,

The iterative process is then as follows: the calculated
values of the angular displacements and angular speeds after
one period are compared with the assumed initial values.
Unless the differences between them are sufficiently small, the
procedure is repeated by using the average of the initial and
calculated values as new initial values.

Finally, observe that the term (Rb181 - Rbzl;l2) in the equa-
tion of motion represents the relative dynamic displacement
of the gears. Let 0 represent the backlash. Let gear 1 be the
driving gear. The following conditions can occur:

Case 1

The normal operating case is

The dynamic mesh force F is then

Case 2
«

Rb101 - Rb20Z = 0 and IRb181 - Rb282 I = 0 (21)

In this case, the gears will separate and the contact between
the gears will be lost. Hence,

F=O
Case 3

In this case, gear 2 will collide with gear 1 on the backside,
Then,

Condusion
A low contact ratio spur gear transmisson model is

devleoped. The model includes inertias of load and power
source, stiffness of shaft, time-varying mesh stiffness, and
damping and friction inside gear transmissions.

Govemmgequations of the model are derived and a linear-
ized iterative procedure for the solution is presented.
34 Gear Technology

Parameter study including rotating speed, diametral pitch,
applied load, damping, stiffness, and inertia will be presented
in Part 2 of this article,
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Shaper Cutters-Design &Application
Part 1

William L. Janninck
rnv - Illinols Tools, lincolnwood, IL

field of Application
Gear hl\aping is one of the mo t popular production choices

in gear manufacturing. While the gear soaping process is
really the most versatile of all the gear manufacturing
methods and can cut a wide variety of gears. certain types of
gears can only be cut by this process. These are gears dosely
adjacent to shoulders; gears adjacent to other gear. such as
on countershafts; internal gears, either open or blind ended;
crown or face gears; herringbone gears of the solid configura-
tion or with a small center groove; racks; parts with filled-in
spaces or teeth removed; and gear or splines with thick and
thin teeth, such as are used in some Clutches. Fig. 1 graphically
illustrates the flexibility of the shaping process. and Fig. 2
shows some examples of gears which are mainly suitable to
the shaping process, as well as some which may sui't alternate
methods. such as the rack. External spur and helical gears and
pinions are the other conventional' gears widely manufactured
by the shaper cutter process.

Fig. 1 A ~in&le cutler can cut vanous ~eilr t~.

Other special involute and non-involute forms that can be
shaped are roller chain sprockets, silent chain sprockets. and
timing belt pulleys, as well as ratchets. saws. parallel key
splines, involute splines, and many miscellaneous items.

Anoth r haper cutter type tool is used with a special
machin to produce worms and similar screw items. In this
configuration the tools are called thread generators.

The Shaping Method
The machining or cutting of gears with gear shaper cutters

is a planing or shaping process involving a reciprocating mo-
tion of the tool. with chips being removed only on the for-
ward direction of the stroke. On the return portion of the
stroke no metal is cut, and the cutter and work must be
separated so that the cutting edges are not dulled or damaged
by dragging th m backwards through the cut. This is a pos-
itive relieving action and is controlled by both the direction
and amount of relief and must be established for each dif-
ferent application. On internal gars. with the enveloping of
the gear around the cutter. it can be critical. The direct ion of
work and cutter rota tion a lso influence the direct ion or angle
of the relieving motion and must be considered. On some
machines the angle of relief is controlled by a cutter offset set-
ting, and on others by a cam guide. The motions to develop
the relieving action also can vary on different machines, with
some moving the work away from the cutter and others mov-
ing til cutler away from the work.

AUTHOR:

W.L. JANNlNCK isaconsl~ltant for ITW - lI/illois Tools. IJdivr-
simi of Illinois Tool Works. inc. He has marly 40 years e.lperience
irl an engineering and manufacturing em1jrOllment if I a mltillg tool
plan! working in the design. development and application of gear
shaper CI~tt 1'5 and gear hob5 used in the generating process of gCLl'
cutting. H has sensed 0111lUriOUS committees 0 AG/I. tA and MCT!
and is past chairman of tire AGMA Cuttil1g Tools Comminee. He
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Internal Gear True Herringbone

Shoulder Gear

Rack.Gear

Herringbone Gears

Crown Gear

Fig. 2 Group of gears cut by the shaping method.
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For every stroke of the cutter ram, the cutter travels down,
taking a cut, retracts, then returns to the top or the stroke
cycle, and advances back into depth positioned for the next
cut.

The cutting tool, that is, the shaper cutter, resembles a pin-
ion or gear in appearance. It is relieved to create cutting edges
and is usually constructed of one of the various tool steels.
The machine contributes the reciprocating or stroking action
and also steers the cutter in a timed rotary relation to the gear
being cut, indexing the cutter-gear pair in a ratio according
to the tooth numbers in cutter and tool and providing the
plunging and feeding control.

The cutting edges of the cutter, if reciprocated along the
cutter axis, sweep out an enveloping gear surface as seen in
the phantom view in Fig. 3. This represents the cutting do-
main of the cutter.

The action provided by the gear cutting machine provides
the motion needed to roll the cutter and blank together so that
a generating action is developed. The generated result from
a gear shaped involute cutting tool is a mating involute gear.

The length of stroke of the cutter must be just long enough
to sweep from above the top face of the gear to [ust beyond
the bottom face to allow the chip to separate, and the machine
is adjusted to suit this requirement.

As the cutter approaches the circular blank at the initiation
of the cut, it is gradually plunged into depth, while at the same
time the circular indexing is taking place. The cutting process
gradually removes material, and teeth are formed progres-
sivelyon the blank periphery, until that point is reached
where the teeth overlap and a complete gear is seen. Usually
a second small infeed takes place, and a light finishing cut is
made, duplicating the cycle and passing completely around
the gear again. At this time the cutting action is relieved from
most of the cutting load and freed from some of the blank
material stresses.

It is not unusual when cutting herringbone gears that sev-
eral roughing passes are made before the last final cut.

80dy Types of Shaper Cutters
There are four basic types of gear shaper cutters in use.
Disk Type. This is the most common body type for shaper

cutters. It is an arbor type cutter in the form of a disk with a
central mounting hole, which is counterbored. It represents
the optimum configuration for accuracy and use of tool steel
in its construction. See Fig. 4.

Deep Counterbore Type. This is the second most used type
of gear shaper cutter and is simdar to the disk type, except
it has a greater overall axial length to permit the use of a
deeper counterbore for complete retention of the locking nut
throughout the cutter life. See Fig. s.

Deep counterbore cutters are used to cut into a clearance
groove adjacent to a shoulder, to dear a raised hub or ob-
struction in the center of an internal gear, or to extend the

)

Fig. 3~ Envelope of reciprocated miter.

Fig. ,,- Disk type cutter.

Fig. 5 - Deep counterbcre cutter.
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Fig. 6 Shank type cutter.

fig. 7 - Shank type cutler with ribbed neck.

Fig.9 Straight shank. cutter.
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Fig. lO-Hub type culler.

reach of the cutter spindle. This cutter requires more tool steel
to manufacture and slighdy larger tQ.lerances than a disk type.

Shank TYJ?e.This configuration is gen rally selected to cut
a gear in a restricted space or for internal gears. The num-
ber of teeth is generally small, and the shank diameter size is
picked accordingly from one of the four different standard-
ized taper shank sizes. See Fig. 6.

If the cutter neck becomes too small and is weakened. a
fluted or ribbed neck is used. The fluting lies just inside of the
cutter form at the back face, thus increasing cutter strength.
See Fig. 7.

Flange type shank cutters have a secondary mounting sur-
face that comes into contact with the face of the cutter spindle,
providing extra strength and stability of the cutter mounting.
Taper diameter and flange must be sized closely so that the
taper seats just prior to the flange making contact. See Fig. 8.

Most all taper shank cutters at made with a suitable stand-
ard sized tapped draw bar hole for securing the cutter in the
spindle.

While straight or cylindrical shanks may be used, they
are not a popular method of holding a shank type cutler. See
Fig. 9.

Hub Type. This design is particularly adaptable to those
sizes of cutters that fit between shank and hole type, and it can
be mounted directly on the machine spindle without the use
of a shank adapter. See Fig. 10.

Spur and Helical Cutters
Spur and helical gear shaper cutters look like spur and hel-

ical gears and are identified the same way. Spur cutter teeth
have zero helix angle, and the teeth are aligned parallel to the
cutter axis. Helical cutters have their teeth inclined at a helix
angle to the cutter axis and follow along a helical path.

A right hand (RH) helical cutter is described the same way
as a RH helical gear; that is, the teeth twist away from the
observer in a clockwise direction. Likewise, on a left hand
(LH) helical cutter, the teeth twist away from the observer in
a counterclockwise direction.

A RH cutter produces LH ext mal gears or RH internal
gears. A LH cutter produces a RH external gear or a LH in-



WRENCH FlATS
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ternal gear. Fig. n shows a RH cutter engaged with a lH
helical gear.

Herringbone Cutters
These are disk type cutters and are used in matched pairs

of one RH and one ill cutter to generate true herringbone
gears with solid continuous teeth. Sometimes a thin clearance
groove is cut in the center of the gear face, which reduces the
critical cutter stroke settings required with the solid style.

These cutters are also known as Sykes cutters in refer-
ence to the firm that originated this gear cutting process. See
Fig. 12.

The gear geometry requires that the cutter face be Rat, and
a special groove and lip sharpening is used to have equal shear
faces do the cutting.

Special herringbone machines are used to cut this type of
true herringbone gear .

Cutter Blank Sizes
A source for some fundamental data on shaper cutter blank

izes is included in the ANSI Gear Shaper CuH rs Standard.
Besides giving the tolerance levels on the various elements, it
gives suggested blank dimensions on nominal PO, bore, min-
imum counterbore, web. thickness, and nominal tooth length
for spur and helical. disk and deep counterbore cutters for
various diametral pitches. It also gives similar blank dimen-
ions for herringbone cutters and, besides giving the four basic

taper shank sizes, it gives some values for overall cutter
length, pitch diameter. and tooth length based on the cutter
diametral pitch.

These blank sizes are not fixed. but only a suggestion for
a starting point and are usually fitted to the special circum-
stances encountered. At least if they are referenced. some
realistic dimensions can be detennined. Since the sizes usually
minimize blank material it is prudent to layout the planned
dimensions for assurance of suitable strength and fit.

1-
Tooth Shape Change

As a shaper cutter is used and sharpened back, it changes
in size. We can compare the profile al the front with that at
the back and see a difference. Not only does the outside diam-
eter become smaller, but also due to the side clearance, the
tooth becomes thinner. and the tip width changes. Fig. 13
shows the profile of a spur cutter compared when new and
at end of life.
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The base circle does not change, but the cutter does use a
lower segment of the involute curve. The base pitch remains
constant, so during the entire life of the cutter a COIT'f'Ct in-
volute is cut,

ITthe base circle lies above the root of the cutter at the back,
it is possible that the flank portion of the form below the base
may come into. action on the gear and cause a 'tip trimming
or tip relief on the gear tooth. Fig. 14 illustrates an example
of this action (or a cutter with a small number of teeth at end
of life.

If the base circle lies below the cutter root no involute trim-
ming will occur at any time during the cutter life. Fig. 15
shows a cutter with these conditions. This is the preferred
form for a good operating shaper cutter if other elements of
geometry and circumstances permit.

Another area that is affected by the change in cutter size is
the shape of the root fillet produced on the part On an ex-
ternal gear the larger diameter, new cutter will produce a fillet

* Compact Design; Ideal tor cell enVIronments.* Duraole: DeSIgned 10 meet producnon demands.

* F.ast set up .and operation: Most set ups made In less than I rrunute WIth
'typIcal cycle times of r minute or less.

.. PortaDle: With optional cart It (an be moved from work stillion to
work SIJIIOfl

* Fast mocking: Oul{kly chucks mosr povts WIthout cos,tly and tIme
consumIng spffl.lll [oollng

.. Vernier ScaIrs: \temler SGlIes on the adJuwnenl axes albN quICk and
corssrers repea setups

* Modular Oesl9n: Options mstall and remove II') seconds,

.. Versatile SJ/S~m:With the op[lonal equipment pr<ICllcailyany type of
gear and edge Rnish can readily be achieved.

JIAMES, ENGINEERING.
111707McBean Dri:ve

EI Monte,. California 91732
(8,18) 442-2898

CIRCLE A-15 ONI READER REPLV CARD
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with a .larger radius of curvature. At end of life, the smaller
diameter cutter produces a smaller radius fillet. Under nor-
mal circumstances the difference in actual fillet size is usually
small and can be tolerated or, if necessary, adjustments made
in the design parameters, sumas cutter useful life, to minimize
the elfect.

Tooth FOf:1JI5

Intentional modifications to tne involute profile of fhe cut-

..--'
- T~''"'''''''''''''''''''b

!lASE DIAMETER
_ OF CUTTER

Fig. 13 - Illustrates change in profile from front to back on a spur cutter.

Fig. 14- Th effect of a radial flank on the:form cut by trimming away part
of the involute at the gear tip.

A

A

:Fig. 15 - This sketch shows the case of the cutter base circle and involute
lying above the cutter root diameter throughout the cutler's life. This is a
preferred configuration.



ter to. produce an alteration on the gear profile can fall into
several categories.

Gear Tip Relief. Gear Up relief as shown in Fig. 16 can be
produced by a cutter in three ways. The first method is by a
constant approach built i.nto the flank of the cutter that will
cut a unifonn tip .rel.iefthroughout the cutter life. This isa con-
trolled preferred method and is illustrated in Fig. 17.

The second is by using a straight flank tangent to the in-
volute just above the base circle. This modification produces
a variable amount of tip relief during cutter life. See Fig. 18.

T,RUE INVOLUTE

Fig. 16 - Isometric view of a gear tooth wi tha tip relief,

SECTION AA
lCUTf,EA' NEW)

A

Fig. :II?' - Diagram of a curter with a "constant approach".

SECTION AA
lCUTTER NEW)

SECTION BB
lCUTf,ER _TEND

OF LIFE)

A

Fig. IS-Diagram of a cutter with a "tangent approach".

The third is by using a radial flank tangent to the (0.1111. at
the base circle, which may produce no tip relief when the cut-
ter is new and then gradually more as the cutter is sharpened
back. See Fig. 19.

The latter two modifications are applied with a flat wheel
generating grinder doing one flank ata time. The third way
is not really used as a method of producing a specified relief,
but can occur naturally because of the construction of some
shaper cutters, especially those with low numbers of teeth
and/or low pressure angles.

Gear Tip Chamfer. Whenever it is necessary to produce a
tip chamfer on the gear being cut, such as is shown in Fig. 20,
a semi-topping tooth fonnis used. A ramp is added to the cut-
ter root flank and is located so a reasonably uniform chamfer
is produced throughout the cutter life. See Fig. 2l.

Gear Flank Undercut. When further processing is done on
a gear after shaping, such as shaving, grinding, skiving, or
cold rolling, the gear isprepared by undercutting the flank in-

The 'ONILVsource for O'~E~M.
CLEVELAND RIGIDHOBBER

Genluiinle Pans & Doculmentaliion

CIRCLE A.~16 ON READ:ER REPLV CAiRD
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Fig..20-Isometric view of a gear tooth with a tip chamfer.

Cutting I.nteJ'nal Gears
One of the very important applications of shaper cutters

is the generation of internal spur and helical gears. Some extra
considerations have to be given to the rather confining con-
ditions of having the work part surrounding or enveloping
the cutter.

The normal practice is to use as large a cutter as possible
and still avoid the special geometry problems of internal gear
cutting. Table 1presents a listing of both a maximum and a
minimum number of teeth suggested for the cutter for three
different tooth form systems. Generally if a cutter is picked

T,RU,EDIMENSI,ON 'GEAR IN"SPECTION'

Provides actual over
ball/pin measure-

ment of any
helical 'or

spur gear or
spline with-

out the need
of costly

setting masters.

Provides vital
S.P.:C. information.

G:ag;eDivision

U -te,~ To -I 5 ,CAPACITY::
"-9" o.n

8" I.D.
851 111HIOIPIKE .. CINCINNATI, OHIO 45245 • (li181 752-600101
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Fig. 19- Diagram of a cutter with a. radial Hank.

volute near the gear root. This is accomplished by the use of
a protuberance on the cutter form. See Fig. 22.

l'opping. Qccasionally it is necessary to shape a gear, cut-
ting the outside diameter at the same time that the gear is cut.
Such a topping cutter is restricted to spur cutters and helical
cutters with a circular sharpening,

Full Fillet Root. The tip of the cutter tooth generates the
root fillet on the gear teeth. H the gear fillet is to be a full
radius, then the cutter tip radius also, win be full. For gears
without a full radius a smaller comer radius or.in some cases,
a small comer chamfer is used on the cutter tip.



A

Ii.

Fig..21- Diagram of a semi-topping cutter with a ramp which cuts the tip
chamfer,

within the limits for the number of teeth being cut, it will be
suitable. If there is any departure from standard proportions
or if long or short addendums are used, the chart can only act
as a guide.

There are four specific problem areas to he investigated.
Feed Fouling. Fig. 23 shows an example of a cutter that in

effect overhangs part of the finish gear profile, and as it is fed
radially into the part, it wiJI machine away that part of a tooth
flank. If thisoccurs, it generally means the cutter used had too
many teeth. It was too big.

Rubbing Interference. Fig. 24 is an ,illustrated case of the
cutter outline overlapping the cut teeth when the cutter is
retracted for the return stroke. This would drag the cutter
back, rubbing on the gear teeth. Cutter and part damage is
likely. One solution is to first try a change in the relieving
direction to see if a retraction path can be found to dear the
interference. Another is to consider using a cutter with fewer
teeth.

Flank Trimming. Fig. 25 shows a case of flank trimming on
the addendum of the gear being cut during generation. In ac-
tualitya tip relief is produced, and if it is not acceptable on
the product, it means the cutter may be too small or even
undersize. It generally is corrected by using a larger number
of cutter teeth or increasing cutter diameter.

Tip Fouling. Fig. 26 snows a geometrical phenomenon
that also is unique to internal gears. As the cutter tip passes
through a cycle of entering, generating, and leaving iii tooth
space, if its path crosses the corner of the gear tooth, it will
machine away the interfering area. All the gea.f teeth are af-
Iected by this action if itoccurs, In this case the cutter is too

CUTTER
TOOTH

Fig. 22-Gl."ar shaper cutler tooth with protuberance.

Table I
Size Guide for Selection of Shaper Cutters

For Internal Gears
All values in number of teeth

Internal
20 Stub 20 FuJI Depth 2S Full Deplh

Gear [Max lor Max. in Min. for MaJ<. [or Max in Min. tor Ma. lor MilO in Min lor
Culler Pinion Cutter Cutter Pinion Cutter Cutter PinIOn Cuner

21 ]0 ]4 ]0 ~ - - 10 16 10
24 II ]6 II 10 14 10 11 18 10
26 12 18 11 10 II> 10 12 20 10
2B 13 20 11 II 18 11 13 ZZ II
30 14 21 13 12 20 12 Ie 24 11
32 16 24 14 14 22 13 10 20 12
36 19 2B 16 16 20 15 IQ 30 13
40 21 Jl 18 19 30 III 22 34 1~
44 2S 36 19 21 34 18 25 J8 IS
48 2B 40 21 15 J8 20 2B 42 II>
52 32 -14 22 2B 42 21 32 4It 17
60 J8 52 24 35 50 Z3 J8 54 18
70 47 02 26 4.3 60 11> n 04 19
80 56 n 2B 51 70 2B 56 74 20

CU~CLE A-l8 ONI REAOER REP,LYCARD
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----'F,['ED ,FOULING OF FINISHED
PROfilE. BY IN-FEED OR
WITHDRAWAL

Fig. 23-Feed Fouling,

24 TOOTH INTERNAL GEAR

I I
RUBBING INTERFERENCE,
EXAGGE.RATEO BY HYPOTHETICAl

'R.ADlAl ""'1M DR...'I/Al

!rCUTTER ACTUALlY WITHDRAWS
AT .. 'MORE FAVORABLE ANGL'E),

rG TOOTH CUTrER

Fig, 25 - Flank Trimming.

Fig. 24-Rubbing Interference.

large, and a smaller number of teeth should be considered.
If for an urgent job, a cutter must be selected from an avail-

able stock list, and it violates the suggested tooth numbers,
it is best to pick a lower cutter tooth number. There are less
damaging problems with a smaller cutter,

In the above four cases, as well as the case of the influence
of cutter oversize or undersize on the part /cutter relationship,
the investigation of internal cutter design is a perfect problem

16 TOOTH INTERNAL GEAR

Fig. 26- Tip Fouling.

for computer aided design. To be sure a cutter will work pro-
perlyan analysis or mathematical model must be made, This
assures all critical specifications, including gear root fillet,
requirements are met.

Acknowledgement: Presented a/ the SME Gear Processing and Manufacturing
Clinic, November 1-3, 1988 . .Reprinted with permission of the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers .
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package together with an excellent fringe benefit
program.

Interested candidates should submit complete
resu me including salary history In strict con-
Mence to:

IE"'" PERSONNEL MANAGER
~(~ MILWA~KEE GEAR
~u COMPANY INC.

, 5150 N. Port Washington Rd.
Milwaukee. WI 53217

Equal Opportunity Employer HIVI~
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SAVE TIME,.
SRACEand
MONEY
with your
paperwork/ storage.

GEA!RSALES

DIRECTOR OF ENmN EERING, S70,OOO/bonus. large
ProductIOn Gear House Spur & HelicaJ. Design. Manufao·
tu ""9 Eng,neerlng. Toohng. Processes.
SENIOR MANUFACTURING ENGINEER, $46,000. Proe·
esses, Toohll9. Transrrussion Gears
SALES ENGINEER, $50.000 .. Commission. Gear De-
sogn. specmcanon, SiZing. Selling. Heavy Duly Transmis·
sion Gears.
DIRECT'OR OF MANUFACTURING: 570.000. AircraHlln·
dustrial Gears
Contact A.nn Hunsucker, Excel Assocrates, P.O. Sox 520,
Cordova. TN 3801ij - 901·757·9600 or FAX 901·754-2896.
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Let us convert YOlJ.r
files to microfilm.

veNA Microlilming Services
3524 W Belmont Ave.
Chicago,lL 60618
veNA is a notfor-preflt facility
helping the mentally disabled adult

509-11221
Mention this ad
and get 500
Documents filmed
FREE with 2,000
documents filmed at
our regular low price.
Good {or New Accounts Only

Give to CARE. 95% of every
dollar we receive goes to help
impoverished people in the third
world.

Small wonder that we're the
best run, best managed charity
i.n America.

Bring in new customers for your business by
advertising in GEAR TECHNOLOGY,
The Journal of Gear Manu.facfuring.

CaU (708) 437 ..6604
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linear acceleration

Metric Gear Performance and Application Symbols
allowable tangential load

transverse or tangential component of

load

load component normal to helix in

pitch plane

load normal to surface

radial component of load

load per unit length

bending moment

involute polar angle

transmitted power

allowable power

service horsepower

throat-form radius

relative radius of curvature

modified contact ratio

load sharing ratio

stress

calculated bending stress

compressive stress

shear stress

allowable contact stress number

working contact stress number

allowable bending stress

tooth-form factor for circular pitch

tooth-form factor for diametral pitch

torque

torque of gear

torque of pinion

velocity normal to surface

From AGMA f11formatiol1 Sheet 904-889, Metric Usage, May, 1989, Reprinted with permission of American Gear Manufacturers Association,

48 Gear Technology

angular acceleration

elastic properties cofficient

factor (with subscripts)

durability rating symbols

curvature factor at pitch line w,
numerical class factor

w
surface condition factor

M

e
p

hardness ratio factor

life factor

load distribution factor

overload factor

factor of safety
r t

size factor po
mo

mN
s

service factor

temperature factor

dynamic factor

strength rating symbols

stress correction factor

life factor ss
sa

load distribution factor

overload factor

factor of safety

size factor

temperature factor

dynamic factor

geometry factor for pitting

geometry factor for strength

load



± .0001" (.002 mm)
guaranteed!

VERSATILE
Dresses nearly any
form in conventional or
CBN grinding wheels.

DURABLE
Totally sealed and air
purged, the FORMASTER
is well suited to production
environments.

Made in U.S.A. Patent No. 4.559,919

pact design makes it easy
to install on nearly any
grinding machine, usually
in less than a day.

EASY TO USE
Straightforward two axis
programming can be
learned quickly by
production personnel. P.c.
software is also available
for generating involute
gear profile programs.

Normae, Incorporated ~ Normae, Incorporated
P.O. Box 69· Arden. NC 28704 ~ P.O. Box 207· Northville, M1481.67

Phone (704) 684-1002· Fax (704) 684-1384 NORMAe. INC. Phone (313) 349-2644· Fax (313) 349-1440

CIRCLE A-28 ON READER REPLYCAIRO



WUhadvanoed technology, Mil:subishi
realized a High Speed, High Aocuracy
near Bobbing and Gear Shaping Machine
in a real compact design.
In the hobbing machine, Mitsubishi·
developed feed forward servo system

gives high speed synchronization of hob
and table and the silent shaft mechanism
provides 2000 strokes per minute speed
with unnoticeable vibration to the
.shap.ing machine.
Side-by-side installation is made possible

due to the flush side surfaces.
An advantageous feature for designing
FMS production lines.
For more exdtlng details, please eentaet
our office below.

DIAH.OB·
GB1iOCNC

, MITS,UBIIS,HI:
'" IHEAVY INDUSTRIES. ILTID.

5-1. Marunouchi 2.chome, Chiyoda-llu, TOKYo.Japan
Cable Address; HISHIJUWKYO

IDI~SHAIP,E
,SC1i5CNC

• •
Mitsubishi Heavy II'ndustries, America.II'nc.
1500 Michael Drive. Wood Dale, ILLINOIS 60191 Phone: (708) B6Q.4220

Mitsublshi International Corporatiion,
1500 Michael Drive, Wood Dale. ILLINOIS 60191 Phone: (708) 660-4.222


